The accessibility of this tourism resource has been analyzed by experts

**General Information**

Sobranceiro à Serra de Sintra e de configuração irregular, o Castelo consiste numa fortificação construída em torno do século X após a conquista muçulmana da Península Ibérica. Ampliada depois da reconquista cristã por D. Afonso Henriques em 1147, e restaurada no período romântico por D. Fernando II, que arborizou os espaços envolventes, percorrer as muralhas permite admirar, por entre penedos e sobre penhascos, uma paisagem única que se estende até ao oceano Atlântico.
Entrance

Entrance: No slopes

✔ Name of the tourist resource clearly visible and legible

The entranceway analysed is: The main one

Width of the entrance door: Greater than or equal to 78 cm

Customer Service Area

✔ Customer service desk

Characteristics

✔ Near the entrance

Inside circulation

Wheelchair circulation: Partial

✔ Without elements that can suppose an obstacle for a person with a visual disability

Signposting: Yes
Adapted toilet in common areas

✅ Toilet suitable for PRM

**Characteristics**

Access without changes in floor level: No
Door width: Greater than or equal to 78 cm
Door opening: Sliding
Free turning space ? 150 cm of diameter: No
Clear space to transfer to the toilet: Yes

**Characteristics**

The space is at least 80 cm or greater: Left-hand side
Height of the toilet seat: Standard (between 40 and 45 cm)
It has support bar(s): Yes

**Information**

Toilet grab bars: Right-hand side, left-hand side
  - The bars on the left-hand side are: Folding
  - The bars on the right-hand side are: Fixed

Sink: With pedestal / obstacle
Services and amenities

✔ Plan of the tourist resource next to the entrance

Characteristics
Accessibility of the plan: With contrasting colours
Sufficient information provided about accessibility to the tourist resource: Yes
Adapted visits or activities for people with disabilities: Yes

Characteristics
Adapted visits or activities for people with disabilities: Visual, hearing, cognitive, physical

Magnetic induction loop: No
✔ Subtitled videos / films
✔ Audioguides

Characteristics
✔ Easy to use with comprehensible content

✔ Documentation with information about the tourist resource

✔ Customer service staff

Staff training
Personal trained in attention to people with disabilities: Yes
Personal available to support people with specific needs: Yes
Personal with knowledge of Sign Language: Yes

✔ Materials available

Support Products

✔ Wheelchair manual

Other: Equipamento de tração swiss-trac; plataformas elevatórias;
PRM Parking

✓ Parking lot reserved PRM

Characteristics

Next to the establishment: Yes
Belongs to the establishment: Yes
Surface of the parking lot: Horizontal
Well indicated: Yes
With appropriate dimensions: Yes

Outside areas

Sidewalks: Paving stones, steep slope
Uniform and anti-slip pavement: No